Friendship Force Denver - Exchange to New Zealand

NEW ZEALAND
South Island tour, home stays with Wairarapa and Hamilton- Waikato clubs
Sept 21 – Oct 13, 2014
Anita Smith and Susan Raymer, Exchange Directors
Our exchange to New Zealand is the international exchange for the Denver club in 2014.
We have 22 ambassadors that anxiously planned for this adventure, and for many it was
their FIRST EXCHANGE experience. We have sixteen from the Denver club, two from
Ft Collins Northern Colorado club, three from San Antonio Texas, and one from Brazil,
Belo Horizonte club. Only the locals were able to attend planning meetings in advance;
otherwise we all met for the first time upon arrival Sept 20 in Christchurch. We came
together and made new friends, traveled congenially, and enjoyed taking many, many
photos of the beautiful countryside and all those welcoming club members.
New Zealand, or Aotearoa meaning “Land of the long white cloud” is a small country, far
away from the rest of the world. Its isolation has allowed the continuation of unique and
precious natural resources. The landscape is diverse, from spectacular mountain ranges,
active volcanoes, glaciers, and fjords to beautiful sandy beaches and lush rainforests.
New Zealand is proud of its reputation as a clean green country. By the time we had
completed our journey we all took memories home from some of the following
experiences;








By the time the tour bus completed its 8 day journey we had traveled 2200 km on
the South Island (translation 1320 miles) from Christchurch to Picton
We had seen the southern alps, viewed many beautiful clear lakes, a white &
brown Kiwi, took a jet boat ride, rode a gondola, visited a winery, watched a
sheep shearing demo, and some saw the ‘Southern Cross’
In Wairarapa we had an unusual hailstorm leaving the rolling green pastures
covered white, we figured Colorado folks brought some of that diverse weather!
In Hamilton –Waikato we took part in a ceremony placing a plaque by a beautiful
blooming cherry tree in a park commemorating our exchange visit
Some in the group attended the 37th International Conference in Auckland, to our
surprise the Denver club WON the award for the most club growth from Aug
2013 – Aug 2014 with 33 new members.

Our journals will help us relive our experiences, and for many of us we hope to one day
return to this beautiful country and travel on some of those roads we missed on this
adventure.

Thursday, September 18, 2014: Departure from the United States on 9-18-14, and
arrival in Christchurch, New Zealand, on 9-20-14 our “first day “of travel!
By Lynn Dawson FF Denver
Carl and I had a very smooth departure and travel day on our way to New Zealand. Our
flight from Denver to Los Angeles left and arrived on time. Carl's brother picked us up at
the airport and drove us toward Santa Monica. He had reservations at Gladstone's
Restaurant, which offered delicious fresh seafood and sweeping ocean views at the corner
of Sunset Boulevard and the Pacific Coast Highway in Los Angeles. After a lovely,
relaxing dinner, he took us to the airport to board our New Zealand Air Flight to
Christchurch. It was a long flight, but without incident. Carl and most of the other
passengers seemed to sleep most of the way – I know because I watched them!
Our flight left on time, arrived on time
in Auckland; then left on time and
arrived on time in Christchurch. In the
airport at Christchurch, we decided that
we wanted to see the International
Antarctic Centre, as it was just a few
steps away. As we were looking
around, we ran into a woman with a
Friendship Force badge in the shape of
the State of Texas - this is how we met
Karen Kelsey!

We all stored our luggage at the airport, and Karen joined us for a tour of the
International Antarctic Centre. We managed to see almost everything including:
*Riding on an authentic amphibious
Antarctic Hagglund vehicle
Seeing the 4 seasons of Antarctica Show,
*Learning the history of Antarctica,
*Experiencing an Antarctica Storm,
*Watching "Happy Feet" in 4D in their
theater, and*Seeing the Antarctica Museum,
Campsite, Gallery, Historic Hut, etc
We then took a shuttle to the Motel (Park
City Lodge) where we checked in. Since we did not want to go to sleep until that
evening after dinner, we walked to the well-known Hagley Park, which is a beautiful park
with croquet and tennis courts and
rugby fields. Next, we went to the
Christchurch Botanic Gardens where
we walked along the water and
lakes, saw incredible trees, went into
the Cunningham House, went into
the Greenhouse with blooming
flower displays which were
absolutely beautiful, and saw the
Large Fountain at the entrance.
Still running on "lack of sleep”
energy, Carl and I went through the
Canterbury Museum (the Museum
of Christchurch). Next, we took the
108-year-old restored Trolley on a
short tour of the City where we
saw the old buildings and the
considerable damage done by the
2011 earthquake. We walked
around Quake City and walked
around the area where they used
giant shipping storage containers
for buildings like retail stores &
cafes.
We then returned to the motel
where we met with other FF
travelers in front of the burning
fireplace and had drinks. Most of
us went to NANDO'S Portuguese Chicken restaurant for dinner. AND THEN, we called
it a night! A great first day of travel!

Sunday, Sept. 21, 2014
South Island Tour - Day 1
By Harrison Cochran Denver FF
Even though my iPad says it is still the 20th, I know that during our 24 hours of travel to
get to Christchurch New Zealand we crossed the dateline and more importantly the
equator so as I write this looking out across the beautiful gardens and homes the sun is
rising to my right as I face north but it will arc across the northern sky in the Southern
Hemisphere addling my internal compass.
The racial mix of a Vancouver with the accents habits and cleanliness of the English
countryside bristle with English Colonial roots. Across the way are the stately Hagley
Gardens and on a delightful spring in Sept. afternoon the Croquet Club, model boat
sailors and punters surround a joyful young wedding.
All sport is Rugby and our modest motel hosts a visiting junior team from Australia.
This morning we arise to drizzle as we struggle after months of planning to get
Real world plane breakdowns, bad weather and life have spread our tardy arrivals over
two days and waiting.
Heading West.... with the sun in the North of course we pass acres of rich grazing land
and the first pastures of white sheep in green meadows of the 10 thousand million we
would see in the next three weeks.
For those of us from Colorado we might have been driving up the Roaring Fork Valley
towards Mt Sopris or along the river from Buena Vista toward Salida and Monarch Pass
for the Texan's and especially Moema from Brazil it was more foreign.
The hard part was understanding that the majestic snow capped peaks topped out at
3,000 feet and we were at 1,000. Only the trees stretching near the top of some revealed a
lower altitude. We headed up the first of many braided rivers with occasional waterfalls
dropping from either
side.
At the town of Arthur
we lunched on a variety
of semi-fast foods
learning that at a "takeaway" you don't eat
take out food on the
premises in a sit down
restaurant and that the
average order of chips
with fish would feed a
family.
Generally at all levels
we found food was expensive but very, very good and served in large portions.
Approaching the west side of the South Island the clouds parted to reveal the shining
Tasmanian Sea. We stopped for "greenstone," jade and other gifts in Hokitipi that looked
like a deserted off-season tourist out of 1950's Florida.

But as we traveled south along a winding road that reminded some of the road to Hana on
Maui the snow capped mountains of the Southern Alps peaked through breaks in the
clouds giving a hint of the more wintery clime to come.
Despite the late start to pick up
delayed passengers we came to
Franz Joseph at the base of the
glacier by Sundown and a
delightfully modern motel with
vistas of the mountain peaks on
one side and palms surrounded
of blooming Rhododendrons on
the other.
A fine meal at the European style
Alice May capped a marvelous
first day.

Monday, September 22
Franz Joseph – Lake Wanaka
By Sue Cummins Northern Colorado FF
Gary and I had breakfast at The Landing, which our driver had recommended for
dinner the night before. Still adjusting to the prices, we shared one meal of two eggs, two
pancakes, and two slices of bacon, for a price of $18.00, which isn’t much more than a
similar meal in the U.S., considering the greater value of our dollar and the fact that tax is
included and tipping isn’t expected. I photographed a sign in the restaurant, the title of
which is “Southern Man Song.” We’d been learning that the people of New Zealand’s
South Island and its North Island are friendly adversaries (perhaps a little like CU and
CSU), and the men of the South Island seem to consider themselves the “cowboys” of the
country. The words to the song are as follows:
“Some of the boys got it into their heads about moving up north
To follow the bread, that ain’t for me; that kind of thing just don’t rate.
This is one Southern boy who ain’t crossin’ the Strait.
Now I might not be rich, but I like things down here.
We got the best-looking girls and the best damn beer.
So you can keep your Queen City with your cocktails and cool.
‘Cus here we just know what makes a Southern boy tick,
And it ain’t margaritas with some fruit on a stick.
Well, it might not be fancy, but when you come from down here,
You know you got the best girl and you got the best beer.
Chorus: I’m a Southern man. Well I’m Southern bred.
I got the South in my blood, and I’ll be here ‘til I’m damn-well dead.

As we left Franz Josef, the
temperature was a bit cool (43
degrees Fahrenheit), and soon we
encountered one of many one-lane
bridges made safer with the two
vertical arrows pointing opposite
ways, the color and size of each
arrow indicating which driver has
the right-of-way.
We stopped fairly soon at
Sentinel Rock Walk to get a view of
the Franz Josef Glacier, which just
looked to us like gray silt, so a bit
disappointing, especially since the
climb was entirely too difficult for
us. We only kept going because
Alice was ahead of us. We were
told the glacier has receded greatly
in the past 200 years.
As we moved on, we noticed that
there are no billboards. But Jeff told us that every three years the politicians allow
themselves to put up signs promoting their own
elections. Places for signs would be difficult to
find anyway, because for much of the day
before and this day, the road was often bordered
with rocks and ferns, the fern being one of New
Zealand’s three identifiers; the other two seem
to be the kiwi and the All Blacks.
Geoff told us that there is a 15% tax on
everything except financial services and
residences. The country also has an income tax,
the highest bracket being 33 percent for
personal incomes over $70,000 NZ (ouch!).
Local councils also collect property taxes. He
said healthcare is free if you’re prepared to wait,
and he called his country socialist. Geoff told
us that Asia is becoming a major influence, with free interchange of people and trade.
We also learned from sheep farmer Geoff more than we ever thought we’d know about
sheep, including the fact that “shit” isn’t a bad word in New Zealand, at least when it’s
used when referencing what needs to be done to the rear end of a sheep. There are almost
31 million sheep in his country, but this reflects a continuing drop in the number of
sheep, 2% less than in 2013. We learned about Merino sheep brought from Spain, and

many of us would leave the country with Merino wool or Merino and possum clothing or
accessories.

We stopped for photos with Mt. Cook in the background. Here we say “kiwi” to smile
for the photographer. Then quite a few kilometers later we pass the most isolated school
(grades 5-12) in New Zealand, which is located at least three hours from any major
population center.
We were told that New Zealand welcomed many immigrants from The Netherlands
after World War II. They brought needed skills, and many were artisans. They were also
largely responsible for the huge expansion of dairy farming. We learned that whales are
primarily on the east coast, and that they are sacred to the Maoris, who actually did ride
them. Commercial whaling has been outlawed. Greenstone, a type of jade, belongs to
the Maori people by law.
We stopped for about 20 minutes for the repair of a mountain road collapse—one lane,
when we are finally waved on, of course. Curves were also one lane wide many times,
again regulated by the vertical arrow signs. Maurice seemed to drive even faster on the
narrow winding road to make up for the lost time. Geoff told a story about a Canadian
couple who went onto a road marked closed—they were washed away, and only one
body was ever found.
We then travelled alongside the river that flows into Lake Wanaka, and we stayed at
Wyndham Vacation Resorts just down the road from the main part of the town of
Wanaka. This was our nicest room so far. Maurice took us into town to eat dinner and to
stop at the grocery store for breakfast items. We walked with Leslie, Alice, and Jannette,
hoping to find inexpensive fish and chips, which we did, at the Snack Shack. First fish
tip—it was worth the extra few dollars to get the blue cod for only $12.00, versus the
$8.00 for the bargain fish (sorry, Leslie). In this tiny space with a wide-open door, we
began to learn that a constant comfortable temperature will not be had in New Zealand.

Tuesday, September 23
Driving the Cromwell area towards Queenstown
By Sue & Gary Cummins Northern Colorado FF

We left the Wyndham in Wanaka on the bus at 8:35 a.m. Geoff said that the real estate
market in and near Wanaka is the strongest in New Zealand. Perhaps everyone wants to
live near Shania Twain and Russell Crowe, each of whom owns thousands of acres in the
area.
As we drove toward Queenstown, Geoff explained the fields of domestic deer we
began to see. Deer were first brought to the country in the 1890s, apparently to provide
hunting opportunities. They multiplied in the bush beyond any need, while killing the
native plants, which had flourished without these non-native animals. The government
began to pay hunters to shoot the deer, then learned that people would pay for them. Tim
Wallis, who also lives in the area and is known as the father of New Zealand’s deer
recovery effort, saw the opportunity to net the deer from helicopters, then progressed to
capturing the deer to raise them domestically. When we asked Geoff why the fences
seemed too low (they are to be 1.9 meters, or 6.23 feet high, by law) to keep the deer in,
he told us that the deer find plenty of “food” inside the fences and have no need to jump
over them (or maybe they’re not as agile as our deer). Now there is a shortage of this
domestic red deer meat, and Geoff said the animals sell for $5000 per head. Besides the
meat, the antlers have value, especially to Asians, who believe that at their velvety stage,
the antlers contain aphrodisiac properties. Read Hurricane Tim: The Story of Sir Tim
Wallis to learn more about this knighted farmer, entrepreneur, and aviation hero, who was
badly injured in at least two of four crashes while piloting old military planes for fun.
We next passed by the land of a man who got a contract from an American tire
company to use his property to test off-road tires. The land is also used for cross-country
skiing. We were near the Cardrona Alpine Resort, one of New Zealand’s ski areas, or
“ski fields,” as Geoff called them. We made a loo stop, but were more interested in the
Cardrona Hotel and Restaurant across the street. Those of us who went inside agreed that
it would be a great place to stay and/or to eat.
As we commented on his country’s flag, Geoff told us that New Zealand’s newly
elected leader had promised to get the English Union Jack removed from the corner of
the flag, where it is now located; the Southern Cross is already its main marking.
Sporting teams, he said, use a flag that features a fern, and that has been suggested for use
on a newly designed flag.
We drove by hillsides full of rosehip, an imported plant that became like a weed after
having been imported with the best intentions, as were many other plants and animals.
The Chinese immigrants brought the rosehip because its berries are rich in Vitamin C.
Merino sheep have been a much more welcome and successful import. Brought from
Spain, they flourish in New Zealand’s hilly, rather dry climate. Their hooves are well
suited for the hills; flat, wet ground causes them to get foot rot.
The area we were in is called Otago, and its early European settlers were most often
Presbyterian. These first settlers were fortunately welcomed by, and saved by, the Maori.
The Europeans thought it should be summer, so were not prepared for the extreme cold.
The Maori got them through the winter with proper shelter, clothing, and food. This area,
particularly Dunedin, became the commercial center of New Zealand, its first port of call

from the Suez and Panama Canals, until Auckland, with its milder climate, took over that
honor. The rock in the hills in this area contains some silica, and many of the buildings
are made of the local rock.
The bus stopped at a
particularly high spot from
which we were able to look
down on Queenstown and
Lake Wakapitu. It was
severely windy, and I
realized that my coat
(purchased at Sierra
Trading Post for this trip)
was an excellent choice.
The coat and hood
protected me from the cold,
but I had a rare feeling of
thankfulness for the extra
weight I carry; all who
climbed to the top looked a
lot like the news and weather people who report from within hurricane-force winds.
Geoff told us that Sam O’Neill, the actor who starred in Jurassic Park, lives in the valley
we looked down on.
On the way to our next stop, Geoff told us more about sheep, a favorite subject of
some of us. He said 10 years would be a really long life for a sheep, and the length of a
sheep’s life can be determined by the health of their teeth. They are generally
slaughtered at age 5, when their teeth are chewed down to their gums. Most slaughtered
at that age are used for mutton (not a premium meat) and “get a free trip to Europe,” as
Geoff said; this because much of the mutton is used to feed French prisoners. Lamb
meat, Geoff says, is from sheep one year old or younger. Hogget is the darker, richer
meat of sheep between one and two years old. It is also the name for the wool from the
first shearing of a sheep, at about seven months of age; that is considered to be the best
the wool will ever be, and it is desired by spinners.
We stopped in Arrowtown, on the Arrow River, as we glided down to Queenstown. It
was originally a gold-mining town, and the architecture is controlled and saved to keep
the town’s original ambiance. We stopped to watch some young boys practicing in a
park with their footballs (rugby-type, of course). I tell them that Gary played American
football, one of the boys says “Super!” He passes the ball to Gary and wants to learn
how to pass it the American way. They pass the ball back and forth for several minutes,
each learning from the other. We sent the photo of the rugby “game” to our grandson
that night, and he asked when we next spoke to him, “Grandpa, did they tackle you?”
We walked through several shops in Arrowtown, where we were reminded that maybe
Geoff wasn’t kidding when he said New Zealand doesn’t have any popular music of its
own. We walked into one shop where we heard Dean Martin singing “Memories Are
Made of This,” (quite appropriate for our trip), and next the sounds of Frank Sinatra. We
wondered if New Zealand artists were also in short supply when we saw the famous “We

Can Do It” poster from W.W.II, and also “American Gothic”, the famous painting by
Grant Wood of an Iowa farmer, his pitchfork, and his dour wife. We would see the latter
again a few hours later
after we rode up the
gondola in
Queenstown.
Our room at the
Heartland Hotel was
worth the three-story
walk upstairs. The
view from our balcony
was of Queenstown
was worthy of a
postcard. On our first
walk down the hill into
the heart of
Queenstown, we first
began to notice how
“religiously” the
drivers stop at
crosswalks, even if it looks as though we’re only thinking about crossing. This would
continue to be true throughout the country.
Having viewed the city
from the top of the
gondola on the other side
of town, our evening was
topped off with a voyage
across Lake Wakapitu on
the TSS Earnslaw to the
Walter Peak Sheep
Station, where we ate our
most elegant buffet meal
of the trip and were treated
to a sheep dog
demonstration and our first
of many sheep shearings
(we loved every one of
them). On the way back
across the lake, we joined in the sing-along, which further solidified Geoff’s suggestion
that kiwis don’t have their own music. We Yanks knew almost all of the songs, and we
of course excelled at “God Bless America.”

Wednesday, September 24
By Carl Dawson Denver FF

Queenstown – Lake Wakatipu

We awoke this morning to the magnificent view of Lake Wakatipu from our A Frame
room perched atop our 3 story Heartland Hotel. Queenstown is a premier Alpine Resort
that rivals Aspen and St. Moritz with not only several ski fields in the area but the
beautiful deep water lake and pristine mountains. The area is an adventure junkie’s
paradise with parasailing, sky diving, bungee jumping, jet boats, biking, hiking and
rafting. It can also be enjoyed by those who enjoy fine dining and visiting wineries.

Speaking of jet boats: Most of the group got together to ride a KJet jet boat across the
Lake and up the Kawarau River at speeds approaching 40 miles per hour in just a few
inches of water. Those high speed 360s were both fun and wet.
After the fun on the water, several of us walked over to the Queenstown Gardens where
many of the spring flowers and trees were in glorious bloom. We stopped by the
Queenstown Boling Club where Margaret, a very long time member, shared the rules of
this game with the almost spherical ball. It was fun being with someone so passionate
about her sport and had such a desire to share that passion.
It is lunch time already, and where else would we go but Fergburger, the well known
burger joint in Queensland. Lo and behold, we run into several of our fellow travelers
there. The word had spread fast. Next it was off to get a New Zealand original, Hokey
Pokey milk shake, before meeting near the Casino to get on the bus.
Our route from Queensland took us next to the eastern edge of Lake Wakatipu, pristine
and desolate, on our way to Te Anau, our home for the night. We passed emerald green
paddocks dotted with sheep and high fenced pastures holding in herds of domestic deer.
We stopped in the town of Mossburn, for ice cream. I suggested Hokey Pokey to several
but refrained from indulging in a second desert.
Te Anau, on Lake Te Anau, is a motel town for those going on to view Milford Sound
and the Fiordland National Park. The Village Inn Motel was unique. All of the rooms
were disguised behind storefronts of town from yesteryear. We stayed in the Stables and
thankfully, the stalls were empty. That evening about eight of the group gathered around
a large round table at Ming Chinese Garden for lunch. We then walked across the park to

our motel for a good sleep before an early bus ride to the National Park and Sound,
actually a Fiord.

Thursday, September 25
By Lynn Dawson FF Denver

Te Anau to Milford Sound Cruise

September 25th was a great travel day, as that was the day that we left The Village Inn
Motel in Te Anau for Milford Sound, which is acclaimed as New Zealand’s most famous
tourist destination! It has dramatic cliffs that soar almost vertically out of the deep blue
water. There are hundreds of waterfalls, which is why it is often pictured in stories or
brochures featuring New Zealand. Mitre Peak is one of New Zealand’s most
photographed peaks, as it stands majestically over the Sound. Rudyard Kipling referred
to Mitre Peak and Milford Sound as the Eighth Wonder of the World when he visited at
the turn of the century; however, it wasn’t until 1954 when the Homer Tunnel was
opened that tourists could easily access the fiord.
Our first stop on the way to Milford Sound was in a field with another bus full of tourists
who were all taking pictures of majestic mountain peaks behind the clouds. We then
stopped at Mirror Lakes, a World Heritage Site, where we took an interesting walk and
saw large unusual moss growing on trees. Over 30 animals in the area are rare threatened
or endangered. We learned that the introduction of mammals like the Stoat, rats, and
possums are partly to blame. Next we drove past the “45 Degrees Latitude South” sign
which designated the line halfway between the equator and the South Pole. The drive to
Milford Sound was picturesque – we saw rushing rivers, snow on the road, and drove
through the one-way Homer Tunnel under the mountain range.
We stopped again and took a walk at The Chasm in Fiordland National Park, which had
beautiful rocks sculpted by water and stone. We also saw Kea Birds who posed for us. I
think it said “photos for $5” under their wings, as they were not the least bit afraid of us
and really did pose for the cameras.

After a bus ride to Milford Sound, we
boarded the Milford Mariner, which
sailed out to Milford Sound and the
Tasman Sea. The day that we went, it
rained much of the day, which made
visibility somewhat challenging;
however, it also filled the numerous
waterfalls and made them fantastic
sights for us to see! We also saw sea
lions, peaks, and lots more rain.
After that full day, we drove back to Te
Anau for the evening. Some of us got
together and had dinner at The Fat
Duck! It was a wonderful day!

Friday, 26th September
New Zealand Tour- South Island
By Moema Dequech, Belo Horizonte Brazil
FF
We left Te Anau at 8:30 am and traveled
toward Twizel
 Stop at “ Five Rivers Cafe” : we had a
nice breakfast with very fresh food.
This agreeable place is still a farm,
with cattle and lambs at the backside.
 The route is a great farming region:
wheat, barley, cattle and sheep
breeding.
Very nice green scenery.
 We passed by the Wakatapu Lake and
entered Queenstown (Anita forgot her
camera battery at the hotel ! )
 About 20 minutes from Queenstown



we stopped at the Bungee Jump place. A very high canyon with beautiful green
river at the bottom. We just watched some people jumping…no one got excited
enough. Not a surprise, as the tend for “ liquid courage’ was closed. A shame!!!
We travelled about one hour through the Gibbston Valley: is a vine intense valley,
mainly Pinot Noir. The climate here is very cold and dry, what makes the fruits
very sweet and tasty. The wines here have remarkable fruit aroma.
 Visit the Waitiri Creek Winery,
where we had a chance to taste
beautiful wines: Rose, Pinot noir, Pinot
Gris and Chardonnay. We had
wonderful lunch as well, with nice
variety of cheese, nuts and ham
 Cromwell region: this part of
the Island is very dry. There are
important vines and fruits farming,
taking advantage of the Clutha and
Kawirau rivers for irrigation. By the
junction of the 2 rivers, we crossed the parallel 45˚ south.
We had a wonderful scenery drive through this highway, between the towns
of Cromwell in Central Otago and Omarama in North Otago. The landscape is
hilly, empty, very dry and is full of contrasts: grey hills covered by bright yellowbrown tussock grass.
At the top of the route, a spectacular view; many “ rows “ of hills, all covered with
yellow grass, and in the far background we can see the mountains covered with
snow.

We definitely need to come back
to this part of South Island, to
see the hills full of purple
lupines in summertime!!
This area is historically famous
mainly for sheep farming and
shearing. There is a shearing
stone house in the top, from
1880, that has capacity to shear 1500 sheep. The road leads to the Mackenzie
Basin in the Canterbury Region. The basin was named in 1850 by o a legendary
sheep thief of Scottish origin, James McKenzie, the first European man that had
delimited lands here close to the town of Omarama we have a wonderful view of
Mount Cook and the snow covered mountains.

Near Twizel, lots of sheep farms and beautiful green grasslands. Large extensions
of watering lands, using water from Hawea Lake and manmade lakes as well.
There are still salmon growing
in the manmade lakes; very nice
blue lakes.
We arrived at the quiet town of
Twizel at 4:30 pm. Stayed at
Mackenzie Country Inn, a very
nice hotel with a beautiful view
of the snowy mountain

Saturday, September 27
By Les Eckstat Denver FF

Twizel to Christchurch

It was a chilly morning in Twizel as we gathered at the bus, and near pandemonium
broke out as people clamored for the back row of seats. After nearly a week, the secret
was out that the best view other than the front row was the back row. We all settled-in as
the bus drove through the nearly deserted streets of Twizel. Outside of town we passed
miles of abandoned worker houses and construction equipment left behind after the
building of irrigation canals and the six power generation stations that now service a large
area of the South Island. We continued over several of the canals and along Lake Pukaki
looking out the windows in hopes of seeing Mt. Cook, the highest mountain in NZ at a
little over 12,000 feet. It was a mostly clear day with beautiful views of the Southern
Alps of NZ against a backdrop of bright blue sky. There were a few wispy clouds, but
one very stubborn cloud that seemed to be permanently glued to the top of Mt. Cook.
We stopped at the Lake Pukaki Visitor Centre where we saw a life-sized bronze statue of
a Himalayan Tahr. The tahr is a non-native species that was introduced to NZ in 1904 by
well intentioned, but misguided efforts to introduce various game animals. As with most
of the other non-native species of both flora and fauna brought to NZ either by accident
or intentionally, the tahr had no natural predators and eventually had a damaging effect
on NZ. The statue, which was very well done, had been recently dedicated by Henrietta,
Dowager Duchess of Bedford (and you thought names like that were only made up for
BBC television productions). That stubborn cloud continued to shroud the top of Mt.
Cook.
The road continued through the virgin countryside (i.e. not irrigated) of the Mackenzie
basin and alongside the Southern Alps. Although we could not see it, The Mount John
University Observatory was off to our right. Established in 1965 and operated by the
University of Canterbury, it is NZ’s top astronomical research observatory. You know
you’re in the middle of nowhere when there’s a dark sky observatory at only 3,400 feet
and ambient light is no concern.

Our next stop was Lake Tekapo Village on the shore of Lake Tekapo, the last of the
string of lakes and canals that make up the Mackenzie Basin hydro-electric system.
While walking along the shore discussing how to determine which way was North, Rob
and Carol Gocke and I started a conversation with a family having a picnic. It was three
generations of New Zealanders, including Grandpa, his daughter and son-in-law, and
their little boy. The old gentleman was a retired avocado and macadamia nut farmer from
the North Island. The others were residents of Christchurch renovating a holiday home in
the Lake Tekapo area. It was a beautiful day, and the daughter made the comment,
“We’re not getting much sanding done today”. Who could blame them? Most
importantly, Grandpa, an old military man, demonstrated how to determine north when
you’re in the Southern Hemisphere. If the reader is interested, either Rob or I can
enlighten you.
Standing at the edge of the village was the Church of the Good Shepherd, a quaint stone
chapel overlooking the lake. There was a wedding in progress when we arrived, so we
were not allowed to go inside. Just a short walk past the church stands the famous lifesized bronze statue of a collie with the following inscription:
“This monument was erected by the run holders of the Mackenzie county and
those who also appreciate the value of the Collie Dog, without the help of
which the grazing of this mountain country would be impossible.”
Several people were missing their pets more than usual that day. It was our last chance to
see the top of Mt. Cook, but that stubborn cloud was still hanging on to the peak.
Our journey then headed east through a mountain pass into different, but familiar
scenery. Yes, it was more rolling green hills, gentle streams, and countless ewes and
lambs. The hour was approaching noon as the skies became overcast and a light fog
descended. We were now on Highway 1, still two lanes, headed to Christchurch. We
were running parallel to the railroad tracks as we crossed the 44th Parallel. After passing
through several “rural servicing towns” we stopped for lunch in the town of Rakaia, the
“Salmon Capital of New Zealand”, with a salmon statue standing almost 40 feet high.
After lunch we continued north, entering the “Cashmere Suburbs” of Christchurch. This
is an area of upscale homes, many of which were heavily damaged in the 2011
earthquake due to their hillside location and their brick and stone construction. Older
wooden homes fared much better, although an old stone church was heavily damaged.
This neighborhood also has an observation point in Cracroft Reserve (park) from which
we had a somewhat hazy overview of Christchurch. From this vantage point, the
earthquake damage to downtown was not discernable to those who had never been there
before.
That earthquake damage, however, became shockingly clear as we traveled down the new
“76 Motorway” into the heart of Christchurch. Block after block had been leveled, yet
there were still many other blocks where cordoned off buildings stood empty and
uninhabitable. The WW I memorial, the “Bridge of Remembrance” spanning the Avon
River, was blocked off with fences; the deserted Town Hall was three feet off level; the
world famous Cathedral was mostly reduced to rubble.
Our last stop before returning to the motel where our tour began a week earlier was near
the center of town. The bus was parked right in front of an empty lot that had been the
site of the CTV Building, home to Canterbury Television, where 115 people died when

the earthquake struck on February 22, 2011. Across the street was the “Christchurch
Transitional Cathedral”.

The most moving site to me, however, was on the block behind the Transitional
Cathedral. It was the temporary art installation titled “185 Empty Chairs”: A collection
of chairs of all types from infant’s high chair to garden chaise, from office chair to
wingback chair, and even a beanbag. They were all painted white – each representing a
life lost in the earthquake. But it is obvious the people of Christchurch will persevere. It
can be seen in the giant blue nude recently painted on the newly exposed side of a
building, and by a sign on the empty lot between the Transitional Cathedral and the 185
Empty Chairs. It was a sign for a new mid-rise condo building indicating that over half
of the units had already been sold.

Sunday, September 28
By Larry Gladu San Antonio FF

Christchurch to Picton

After observing day light saving time, moving the clock ahead one hour, we departed
early by bus from Christchurch to Picton on a windy and rainy day. Today is the last day
of travel by bus around the South Island of New Zealand. Linda and Jim Lustig were
notified that her Mother had a severe Stroke. So, we started our bus tour by taking them
to the Christchurch airport.
After the airport stop, we proceeded to travel Hwy 1 inland and along the coast line
passing through the towns of Woodland, a delightful town near beaches and lush
farmlands; Pegasus, Waikuku Beach, Leithfield Beach, Amberley, Waipara Valley, a
wine region featuring Riesling and Pinot Noir specialties; and stopped in Cheviot for
breakfast at the Two Rivers Restaurant. The Hurunui River located in Cheviot attracts
bountiful catches of salmon, trout, and whitebait. We stopped at the Ohau Stream Seal
Pups sanctuary in the territory of Ngab Kuri to view baby seals called Pups. The New
Zealand fur seal pups travel up this stream to the waterfall where they have fun and frolic
in the river. They interact socially with each other while their mothers are feeding at sea.
The bus tour continued along the coastline where we saw Volcanic Rocks at Goose Bay
and stopped at Kaikoura Strait to observe New Zealand Fur Seals just prior to the city of

Kaikoura. The fur seals where on the rock formations and on grassy areas along the
highway. We were able to get very close to the fur seals.
From Kaikoura we proceeded to Kekerengu where we stopped for lunch at the The Store
Restaurant. Then after lunch we proceeded North along Highway 1 through Blenheim,
where we viewed the wonderful vineyards, famous for their chardonnays, Rieslings and
floral sauvignon blancs, to our final destination Picton.

Monday, September 29, 2014
By Rob Gocke Denver FF

Travel to the North Island

WWI, Captain James Cook, Picton, Wellington and Seasickness - The "War to End all
Wars" started 100 years ago, memorialized throughout New Zealand, for the nearly
17,000 plus young men lost, many in the ill fated, British led invasion on the Gallipoli
peninsula which forms the northern bank of the Dardanelles, a strait that provided sea
routs to the Russian Empire. This frontal assault on the beaches of the Aegean Sea,
planned by grossly incompetent British Generals, was similar to Picket's charge at
Gettysburg some 40 years earlier, a rout. British, Aussie and Kiwi Troops were
slaughtered moving across open beaches while Ottoman machine guns above them
reigned down fire. Monuments to men lost in the war are found throughout NZ.
Captain James Cook made 5 visits to the Queen Charlotte South Islands in the 1870s
spending over 100 days on Ship Cove, his favorite landing spot. Cook noted that the
Maori natives of the region existed in a constant state of war. Cook died at the hands of
natives in Hawaii in 1879.
We crossed the Cook Straight from Picton, a small seaside village which houses the
Edwin Fox, the 9th oldest ship in the world according to museum records. The Edwin
Fox sailed from 1853 to 1880 at which time it was converted into a storage container.
One of its more noteworthy cargos was of convict labor carried to Australia. The ship's
hull along with other artifacts are housed in a museum near the ferry terminal in Picton.
We traveled to Wellington on the Kaitaki, a 1650 passenger ferry, quite lovely, with
roughly an hour cruising the Queen Charlotte sound, an hour in the Cook straight and the
final hour cruising into Wellington, the capital with a population of 480,000.
Wellington, the country's capital, houses Parliament in the "Bee Hive," described by our
driver as the fourth ugliest building in the world.
Rumors had it that the seas would be rough today during our crossing so seasickness was
a concern, raised by a pile of sickness bags that greeted us at our table on the 8th level in
the bow of the Kaitlin. This was a great opportunity to test a seasickness home remedy
proffered by our bus driver Morris, "Place an ear plug in the ear opposite your dominant
hand and, voila, sickness prevented." Time for a scientific experiment, Les, also prone
to seasickness, did not insert a plug while I did. Result, Les was very uncomfortable and

had to move to an outside deck. I was fine. Conclusion, if you are prone to seasickness
be sure to place an ear plug in your ear opposite your dominant hand.

Tuesday, September 30
By Carol Gocke Denver FF

Masterton

We are staying with Helen and Warwick at Glendoon, their small farm of 140 acres about
1/2 hour outside of Masterton where they breed 2 kinds of heritage sheep, some cattle and
a few Clydesdale horses. Our bedroom is in a medium-sized building outside the main
house. We are very fortunate to have a space heater as the weather has been pretty cool.
After getting up and having a quick breakfast, Helen has chores to do before we can leave
for the day’s activities. She has to mix and deliver the feed to the two pregnant
Clydesdale mares, gather eggs and feed the hens, and prepare and feed a supplement
bottle for the two orphan lambs. I was thrilled to be able to help by feeding the bottle to 6
week old “Cookie”. It was a little tricky to do at first as she is fairly strong for her age
and very anxious to grab onto the bottle. Helen taught me a few tricks such as holding
her ear to calm her down. All went well and we hurried off to Masterton - arriving a bit
late due to all the chores that had to be done before we left.
We joined the group at the Wool Shed where The Shear Discovery Museum is housed.
From the life-size displays of shearing scenes, tools, as well as video footage of the
Golden Shears Competition, we learned that shearing is literally backbreaking work
(most shearers have physical problems by age 40) and shearers are paid about $2 per
fleece. In the back of the museum, a group of women were spinning fleece into yarn and
Moema got to try her hand at spinning. Raw fleece is easier to spin than washed fleece, as
the lanolin helps to hold it together as it spins.
While in the museum, Les shared a funny story for the day. In the process of attempting
to dry his laundry, he was told by his host to hang it outside with the “pigs”. He was
concerned about getting run down by the pigs while hanging up his clothes, so he asked
where the pigs were. She said “In the box by the clothesline.” It turned out that, with her
thick NZ accent, he mistook “pigs” for pegs - clothespins!
Next we went to The Masterton Library to see the huge (102) panel tapestry depicting the
history of Masterton from 1850’s-1980’s. It was embroidered by the members of the
Wairarapa Embroiders’ Guild.
Lunch was at Neta and Darragh Weston’s home, where besides wonderful food, we got to
see their beautiful weeping cherry tree. Sometime during lunch Rob shared his quick
formula to convert Cº to Fº - just multiply Cº by 2 and add 30.
Next we were off to Graham Tulloch’s Dairy Farm for the afternoon milking of about
650 cows. Each cow gives about 35-40 liters a day between the AM & PM milkings. NZ

does not allow dairy cows to be treated with antibiotics and milk is tested. If antibiotics
are found, the milk has to discarded or only used for non-human products.
After a wine tasting trip to the Johner Winery in Martinborough, we took a quick trip to
Dianne Laing’s house for tea. Some of us got to feed bread to the beautiful black swans
on the lake behind her house.
Dinner was a pot-luck at the “The Landing” with lots of yummy food, including Paua
(native New Zealand abalone) fritters and Pavlova. Our guests of honor included Lyn
Patterson, Mayor of Masterton and Garry Danniell, past Mayor. It was a wonderful
ending to a great day!

Wednesday, October 1
By Karen Kelsey San Antonio FF

Wairarapa - A LITTLE BIT OF PARADISE

Tidsfordriv is a Danish word that means "wasted time" or, time spent on a hobby. But to
me it is the beautiful B&B that I was fortunate enough to stay a week during my journey
through New Zealand. Let me tell you what a day in paradise is like.
First I need to tell you what happened last night on the way home:
We were on a country road approaching our driveway and the neighbors cows had
escaped from their pasture and eating the grass along the side of the road. My host,
Glenys, called "Farmer John" and told him she would put them back in the pasture for
him. She asked if I would like to help. "Of course", I said. She took me to the garage
and we boarded a ATV 4 wheeler. Now I am a city girl and thought this 4 wheeler would
surely scare the cows farther down the road. But there is a trailer being pulled on the
back of the ATV and the cows are use to being fed hay from the trailer. You guessed it.
Those cows followed the ATV right into the pasture and I quickly closed the gate. Now I
feel that I have a little bit of country in this city girl.
Now the day begins: Oct. 1

The bedroom I am sleeping in has a very large bay window from which I can see a
beautiful pond with floating water lilies and numerous other water plants, a variety of
ducks, geese and swans. The rolling green grass from the house to the pond is
surrounded by a garden of flowers blooming and bees buzzing. I have been wakened by
the sound of a "dawn chorus" of many song birds. The sky is bright and sunny without a
cloud in sight. This is going to be a warm and perfect day.
After a breakfast of fresh fruit from her apricot and peach trees, yogurt and homemade
muslix, Glenys is teaching me about the different species of New Zealand birds and
plants in her gardens. Another bay window from the dinning room table reveals a large
hare hopping onto the grounds. "Oh, no you don't" Glenys says and jumps up to retreat
to the back bedroom. Soon I hear a BANG !! Glenys has stopped the hare from eating
her vegetables with one shot. Little Aunty Oakley !
She then asks me if I would like to meet Farmer John, so we hop on the ATV again and
ride over to his barns. He is in the process of gathering sheep for shearing and has his
working dogs fencing the sheep. What a show he put on for me. Turns out he is one of
the Campion Sheep Dog trainers. I had a first class act just for me. Amazing !!
In the afternoon I want to take a very long walk over the grassy hills and meditate about
my good fortune. I am feeling like Julie Andrews singing "The hills are alive with the
sound of music." During my walk, a venison roast is in the crock-pot and waiting for my
return to dinner. Glenys purchased Portobello mushrooms and asked me to stuff and
prepare them for dinner. I am one of the family. We share of bottle of Sauvignon Blanc,
which comes from the Marlborough wine country here in New Zealand, and I am filled
with gratitude.
Upon retiring to my bed for a good nights sleep, I can look out my window and see the
stars twinkling in the sky. Right in front of me is the Southern Cross. Does it get much
better than this?

Thursday, October 2
Martinborough
By Jeannette Armbrustmacher Denver FF
Dry River Road, Tea at Barb’s home, fishing boats docking on the bulldozer towed
trailer on the beach, lunch at Lake Ferry, whitebait fishing in the cove, stair climb to the
lighthouse, sheep grazing the golf course.
Our hostess, Rena, her son and family invited us to their 34 acre B&B home. Nigel and
Ginny have 4 children.14 year old Liam attends school in Masterton, Harry, 13, Lydia, 11
and Lizzy, 6. Liam was off with his dad on business. The children showed us the
vegetable garden and the chicken house. All have important chores. Harry’s in charge of
the chickens and eggs and showed us his motorbike, bow and arrow and pellet gun. Lydia
tends the guinea pigs, vacuuming and mopping and Lizzy has never taken a bath in the
outside bathtub. The tree house, “Do you want to see it?” “Of course”. Through the

pasture gate and a pasture trek, there it was, 10 feet above our heads. A substantial
structure, complete with ladder, working door, and glass window. A few steers in the
outer pasture and a tour of the B&B included questions:
Harry:” Is Christmas like here where you live?” “We have snow sometimes and it’s
usually cold.
“Are you Gram’s (Rena) friend” When I told him we had played hooky from an activity
this morning, he asked, “What’s hooky?” “It’s not attending something that you’re
supposed to attend.” He said, “I’d have to do it anyway.” Before we left I asked the kids
who was the Boss. “Mom’s the boss of the inside and Dad’s the boss of the outside.”
Upon leaving the kids all shook our hands with “Thanks for coming and visiting us.”
Rena had supervised the planning and landscaping of their extensive garden—hedges,
trees, flowering cherry, and flower beds.
We head out for lunch at Lake Ferry on the Spit Onake where the Wairarapa River meets
the Pacific Ocean. When the helicopter arrives with Prince William and Duchess
Catherine, it lands on that highest point across the lake. Lunch choices include the
delicacy whitebait that is only available in spring. Tinier than a minnow it’s sautéed with
egg and served on toast with a salad. The whitebait is caught in a triangular shaped net
near the shore and dumped into a bucket.
On the way to the lighthouse, stopping at the bulldozer beach, --12-15 bulldozers with
trailers loaded with fishing boats. We spy a fishing boat heading our way, a bulldozer
with trailer in tow slowly backs to the edge of the sand and into the water. Sure enough,
the boat, “Time Out” doesn’t slow down, but motors directly onto the trailer, the
bulldozer charges forward and tows boat, and crew and all up onto the beach. Fishermen
Clinton and Ken have caught 3 large boxes of crayfish…a moderate day for them.
To the lighthouse! Past the towering
sandstone cliffs and gullies, and
there’s the lighthouse 260 steps
above the beach and parked cars!
We, (Jeannette, Imelda, Harrison,
Susan, Jack, Les, Carol, Rob,
Moema and I) are members of the
260 step Lighthouse Windy Point
group. Photo ops of ocean, cliffs,
wind, us—invigorating.
Driving to Barb’s for tea, via the Dry
River Road, where, when the
Wairarapa River floods, the lowlands
traffic is cut off.
The flowering cherry tree
escorts us into Barb’s expansive,
comfortable home. The dining room
table is loaded with tea sandwiches,
cakes, fruit and tea, of course. Her
garden is equally elegant. Columbine
(yes), multi-colored rhododendron
hedges, brilliant azalea bushes, her

green house filled with a dozen tomato plants, herbs, and a flagstone walk way to enjoy
the inner garden. Truly an afternoon delight.
On the drive home to Rena’s, we have to stop for a photo of the sheep grazing the
sea-side golf course. Home to the wood-burning stove, a glass of wine and warm
conversation.

Friday, October 3 Wairarapa Valley
By Donna Steeves Denver FF
My favorite day of the trip with so many wonderful moments began auspiciously with an
absolutely gorgeous sunrise. Then, on our way to Janet Campbell's farmstead, drenching
rain began. Different weather around each bend of the road, "sqiggly" turns, patches of
sunshine followed by pouring rain again. Then a very special treat, a beautiful huge quadcolored rainbow. Knew then that this would be a very memorable day. As we entered
Campbell property, we passed by the start of the Tararau Walk, a 4 hour tramping trail
which passes thru bush, streams, native birds and flowers on its way over the mountain to
the east side of the island, "a lovely walking trail," I wish I'd had the chance to tramp it
on it. We also passed a lot of the medicinal manuka honey bee hives along the road.
These are very controversial, because the wealthy people come in and harvest the manuka
honey for healing and the local people don't get any money for it. The Carter farmstead
has been in the family for 4 generations. Our driver for the day, Judy Mcdonald, went to
boarding school with Janet as did many of the other members of the Friendship Force
club who are renewing old friendships. We entered the sheep farm in torrents of rain on a
steep metal road, which wound up and up to the wool shearing shed. Around and above
us, sheep were grazing. How do those sheep get all the way up those steep slopes I
wonder. Was a wild ride, had to go into lowest gear, very steep and ferocious wind and
rain. But it was worth it, as we were in for a very special treat. I was a little worried at
first, because they can't shear if the wool is wet, as the wool will combust and cause a
fire, which could spread over the whole of the Mt Bruce area. Fortunately, they had
brought the sheep in before the rain started. What made this shearing so special compared
to the others we saw was the fact that we were right on top of it and the young men who
were the shearers explained everything to us and pointed out every step as they did it. We
were also given an amazing amount of information: the average shearing is thirty sheep
an hour, 200 sheep a day, the female record for shearing is 600 sheep in one day, the
male record is 720. The young people who shear make a World Circuit each year. They
travel from New Zealand to Australia to Italy to Germany to Scotland to Scandinavia,
even to the US. It was fascinating to talk to them, we learned that the sheep with the
orange spots were the pregnant ones. They do an ultrasound and those bearing two or
three lambs get more feed and attention then the ones who only are carrying one lamb.
They earn 250 to 500 dollars a day shearing, $3.20 a lamb. While they are shearing, their

hands are very soft because of the lanolin in the wool, but once they stop shearing, their
hands become very rough very quickly because their bodies stop producing natural oil
when shearing. So much for buying any of the lanolin hand or body creams! Campbell’s
farm is home to 4,500 sheep, over 3,500 ewes, 350 cattle, 266 with calves, 7 dogs and
even some wild pigs! I have many more fascinating facts gained from talking to the
shearers back at Janet's home while stuffing my face with another delicious morning tea.
If anybody else is interested please let me know, I'd be glad to share. Besides blinis, small
panckes and scrumptious date/nut bread, many went out into the rain to the garden to
bottle feed the lambs. Such fun, they were very cute and friendly, they seemed to smile at
you! On we went in the rain to the model train center where trains from the 1950's were
up and running. Had a talk on cheese-making from a hefty cheese Maiden who deals with
cheese curds and whey. She was a hoot. Then on to the Mt.Bruce Wildlife Refuge, a great
place. Saw the feeding of the eels, long slimy creatures with black backs and silver
bellies flipping around in the river. They go to China where they mate and lay their eggs,
then they come back to New Zealand. We were fortunate enough to see two Kiwi's up
close and personal, 1 brown and 1 a very rare naturally white. This was by far our best
viewing of the nocturnal kiwis. We also got to see Kiwi babies being incubated and fed,
another exciting experience! Another really interesting encounter was the feeding of the
kakas, an endangered native NZ bird. They were quite aggressive, would dive bomb you
going for the food, small pieces of corn off the cob. Then we ate again, Karen and I
shared a wonderful portabella mushroom stuffed with roasted pumpkin, Yum Next,
driver Judy took us to a friend’s house where we had a really interesting time. She had a
river flowing through her backyard with eels like we saw at the sanctuary. She liked
having the eels because they cut down on the duck population, which all agreed were
really annoying! We went to a lovely country home for dinner but we couldn't really
enjoy its beautiful garden and lake, because it was still just pouring rain! We were
treated to another wonderful dinner, this time a soup supper. I had a marvelous pumpkin
bisque. I'm going to have to buy new jeans after all this great food! Perfect ending to a
perfect day with our perfect hosts in Wairarapa.

Saturday, October 4
By Jack Naff Denver FF

Farewell Wairarapa

Our day began at Paua World. This is a father/son enterprise located near our hosts in
Carterton and dedicated to the collection, shaping, and polishing of shells. New Zealand
paua are in the snail family and related to abalone. When worked with diamond-grit tools
they assume a blue luster with a depth that will amaze you. After a short video and a
chance to shop, we all took "tea" with our hosts, Ivan and Lynn Pillar.
Refreshed, we took private autos to examine a mushroom-growing operation. They are
on a six-week sustainable cycle, growing portabellas for the restaurant trade, with some
local sales. Heavier by a couple boxes of button mushrooms, we headed for our next stop

- Stonehenge Aotearoa. Before we had gone very far, dark clouds and wind came up and
it began to hail. This made for some exciting driving on the approach to Stonehenge.
Our driver said it was a rare event: it hadn't hailed for "maybe ten years." At
Stonehenge, we received a lecture and tour from Dr. Richard Hall, whose brainchild this
place is. Stonehenge Aotearoa was conceived as an archeoastronomical structure that can
orient you such that you can navigate the Southern sky. Interesting vibes, you can bet.

Later that evening, the farewell dinner was held at the Masterton Men's Club. This
stately building was constructed from native wood around 1906 by ex-mayor Gary
Daniel's grandfathers as a place for gentlemen of commerce and influence to meet. After
a large dinner, gift exchanges (we gave the Wairarapa club a $100 donation to the Pukaha
Mt. Bruce Wildlife Park), and speeches of thank-you and farewell, we headed out to the
parking lot. It felt late (it was 9:30), until I heard the bar across the street. Saturday
night is Saturday night, even in Masterton.

Sunday, October 5
Free Day trip to Wellington
By Harrison Cochran, Denver FF
Although we arrived on the North Island in the capitol of Wellington, we had no formal
tour so Anita Smith and I were fortunate to be taken there on our free day by our host a
distinguished civil engineer Ken Edwards and his wife Phillippa They were both raised
in Wellington and Ken who had been a young star on the National Soccer team, the All
Whites (the counter part to their World Champion Rugby team the All Blacks) made our
tour even more interesting from his years designing many of the highways and wind
energy sites we drove past.
We toured the Capitol and the architectural oddity known as “ The Beehive” which
houses parliamentary offices.

Then a ride up the cable car and a winding drive to the highest overlook Mt. Wilson.
The city strikes one as much like a small San Francisco in scenery, homes and the steep
winding hilly streets.
One of their sons had built a beautiful home overlooking the South Bay and airport
nestled on a tiny isthmus and we were warmly welcomed by the whole family, which
included a champion Mini Cooper race driver at their grand daughter’s birthday party.
The hospitality of our hosts and family to all their beautiful homes really emphasized
what Friendship Force is all about.

Monday, October 6th Travel day from Masterton to Hamilton
By Carol Rush, Denver FF
Tears flowed as we said goodbye to our Hamilton host families and boarded the bus. The
day was stormy and our driver had his hands full keeping the bus on the road. He was so
intent on driving that it was two hours before we had a bathroom stop. The morning
coffee was taking its toll and some of us were getting a little desperate!
We passed thru numerous small towns as we headed north. There are vast green
meadows everywhere peppered with thousands of sheep. When the English arrived
around 1830 the land was covered with brush and crews of people from Scandinavia and
other countries were imported to clear areas for farming and build railroads. Many of
these people stayed on and small towns like Eketahuna, Pahiatura, and Mangatainoka
sprang up to meet their needs.
At Woodbine we left the Wairarapa and headed thru the Manawata gorge area to the
town of Fielding. We passed over numerous one lane bridges that are the rule
throughout New Zealand. We continued north along the Desert Road, known for its
fantastic mountain views. Unfortunately, the storms hid those sights from us The area is
forested and logging is a big industry. As you might expect, we passed some huge log
trucks. Along the way we stopped for a coffee break at The Flat Hills Cafe and at The
Wool Company to do a little shopping. The garments were gorgeous and pricey made
from a combination of Merino wool and possum fur. A few of us splurged!
The town of Taihape was next, known for its gumboots competition. The contest
involves seeing who can throw a gumboot the farthest. There was even a prominently
placed statue of a gumboot. You never know what you are going to see!
We stopped for lunch at the National Army Museum near the town of Turangi. Then on
to Lake Taupo. The weather had cleared by now and we were able to see this beautiful
Lake. As we stood by the lake we saw a man sitting in his car feeding numerous ducks
and an elegant pair of black swans. I thought it was undignified for such beautiful
creatures to beg but they did not seem to care. Lake Taupo is the largest lake in New
Zealand and it was formed by a huge volcanic eruption that changed the course of the
Wairakei River. The river emerges from the lake with a huge dramatic gush at Huka falls
and continues north thru Hamilton to the sea. Thrill seekers can take a jet boat and go up
the river to the falls. New Zealand has many areas of thermal activity and a little further
on we saw evidence our first thermal power facility. Thermal, wind, and hydro power are
the methods of generating energy here. The country prides itself on being nuclear free.
We arrived in Hamilton about an hour late. Alison Silcock, our host, met us at the bus.
Karen Kelsey and I are both staying with her. The club provided us with a lovely pot
luck dinner and, afterwards we all had our pictures taken with our new hosts.

Tuesday, October 7th Mystery Creek and a visit to CCT
By Alice Sharp, Denver FF
On the way to Mystery Creek, Gate 2, we passed the Riverside Golf Course and on to the
Pacific Aerospace airport.
On National Field Day 130 visitors will visit the exhibit “History of Bledssloe”,
New Zealand Agriculture.. The history museum is built to teach children.
Mr. Jack Parle, who was active in the creation of this exhibit, was our guide
today. The National Field Day is open four days. This last year the attendance Increased
two or three times over previous visits. Business, farmers, and 7 million dollars of
industry increased.
It took 45 years to build this location from swamp. Massive peat swamps were a
formidable challenge to create the main land forms in Hamilton Basin. Dynamite was
used to move the peat moss and create a lake and to drain the swamp.
There were signs saying “Light no fires in peat area”. Forest had to ‘go’ to make
farming.
Chile is the only other place with the same volcanic action. Removal of the forest
was necessary in order to grow clover for sheep and other cattle. Farmers knew the
proper amount and chemistry, to study agricultural top dressing, and also [James
aviation]?.
There are now glass exhibits of farming. [Air-Ossie was born 1919]?
New items were introduced: the Clydesdale Horse was introduced, or broken into New
Zealand, the Electric Fence, Wai Kati Fence in the 1950s. Welseley Sewing Machine
was introduced in 1887 from Ireland. Livestock improvement was introduced by
Artificial Breeding.
Finally we visited the recreated village including: early housing, a hospital, and
school house. “Teachers must have a skirt a short distance from the floor, and wear two
petticoats”. We then visited the gas station, a blacksmith and garage. The group stopped
for lunch, and then went to visit a Dairy Farm.
The Dairy Farm is current, early day milking was difficult. Current milking is a
revolving machine. In 1890 the milking machine was introduced. Since the 1920’s Ron
Sharp’s Herringbone shed is used around the world. In 1967 ‘Mery?’ Hicks introduced
the revolving platform. The revolving platform involves connecting the proper teats of
each cow and extracts the milk as the cow receives a serving of food in the center of the
revolving platform.
Facial Eczema caused liver disease. After 40 years research prevention was introduced
using Zinc. There was no proven cure. It is now under control by counting the spores.
A large tank of milk is extracted and passes through a number of careful treatments for
sale.
The next visit was to the CREW TRAINING CENTER, at the airport. A large
number of students are sitting at a desk studying. The group was split into smaller
groups, and our guide was Miranda Gibon. There are similar training centers: one in
Phoenix, three in England and one in New Zealand. Entry to training is very
competitive. Each student sits on a diamond shaped Simulator of small airplane. An
instructor is sitting behind each student. “Garmin” is the system for navigation. The

small plane, which each student will fly, is modeled and activated as a glider, 14,000 feet
in the air for only 30 minutes. They fly 13,000 feet without “ZK-CTP or CSE” power, as
a glider.

Wednesday, October 8 A trip to Waitomo – Glowworm Caves and the Kiwi House
By Anita Smith, Denver FF

On this day we all headed with our hosts to the Glowworm Caves. Under these green
hills of Waitomo lie many caves, sinkholes and underground rivers. The area's name
comes from the Maori words wai (water) and tomo (hole), watering entering a hole in the
ground.
These caves have been around for 30 million years, formed by faults, earthquakes and
volcanic eruptions. The limestone was pushed up from the sea floor and water has
changed and formed all these formations from its dripping and flowing through and over
the limestone and creating these caves.
As we entered the caves we descended down many steps; below we found limestone
formations that are ever changing. Crystal layers are growing longer or thicker –
stalagmites grow up from the cave floor, stalactites hang down from the cave ceiling.
Our guide described the formations, then we walked toward the water grotto.
We stepped into a boat and silently moved around to view all the larvae lit up on the
ceiling of the cave. What our eyes saw in the darkness was the larva stage of this twowinged insect, the glow- worm. The eggs are layed, then in about 20 days the larvae
hatch from the egg. This spider-like, light-producing larva attracts tiny insects for its
food and survival. Sticky substances on the long lines trap insects, emit a visible light and
slowly grow over 9 months into a matchstick size. This is the pupa stage (much like a
cocoon) that will last about 13 days until it hatches into an adult glowworm that looks
like a large mosquito. The caves are a perfect environment; calm atmosphere that assures
lines will not tangle, darkness to allow its light to attract food, and plenty of insects
entering through the river.
We continued on our day with a stop to view Angora rabbit shearing. We learned that
this market is ‘owned’ by China, there is no market for this wool in New Zealand. On we

went to a picnic lunch before heading to the Kiwi House, the largest private collection of
native birds in New Zealand. Our highlight was seeing the brown kiwi breed. We later
decided to make our $100 club –to – club donation to this sanctuary. Hamilton club was
happy to accept and said they would match the gift. For me, the evening was a lovely
dinner with my host in another member’s home. All in all a very educational and
leisurely day!
Thursday, October 9th
Hamilton Gardens
By Donna Steeves, Denver FF
I woke up this morning thinking it's my youngest daughter's birthday, but then I realized
that though it was October 9th in New Zealand, it was only October 8th back home.
Skipped tea this morning, and went to a Probus, retired Rotarians meeting. There are 7
Probus clubs in Hamilton alone, they're mainly social now, not philanthropic. Heard a
very interesting talk from a fellow who had served on the NATO ship that was sent to
Turkey during the Cuban crisis over 50 years ago for the US to spy on Russia. Very
amenable people, easy to approach and carry on a conversation. Another interesting
speaker was a champion lawn bowler from the New Zealand ladies team, a "blindy". She
lost her sight, then learned to bowl and became a champion, most inspirational.

In the afternoon we went to Hamilton Gardens, "the most lovely tourist garden in the
world", an award granted by the French Tourism Council. It is something of which the
Hamiltonians are justly proud. FF Force President, Keith Burt, led our group around. We
snaked through the Chinese garden, full of twists and turns. We then entered the
American modernistic garden featuring a pool with sprays for the children to run thru and
an American icon, Marilyn Monroe--whatever?! Found that to be really bizarre. Next
was a Japanese contemplative garden with a pool, very lovely. The New Zealand bush
tropical garden was really nice. We were treated to lovely gardens with brilliant spring

flowers and garden settings where they hold concerts in the evening in the summer-opera's, string quartets--it would be very enjoyable I'm sure to attend a concert there. It
was a lovely walk on a beautiful sunny (for a change) day; but the best part for me was
talking to the people. I was able to meet many more of the Friendship Force group from
Hamilton on the walk, and loved chatting with them. I guess I enjoy the people more than
the scenery. In the afternoon we went to the home of Eileen Beach-Kelly. She was very
witty and quick. She'd collected a lot of unusual antiques--pillars and Posey holders to
name a few.
In the evening we took our hosts out to dinner. We had a nice dinner, but it was
surprising that everybody seemed to be more interested in everybody else's dinner than
their own! Early evening turn-in, which was needed.

Friday, October 10
On the Road to Rotorua
By Imelda (Ellie) Trevino, San Antonio FF
We left promptly from Maureen and Grahme Mathews’ house at 7:45 am in two vans
driven by two Hamilton club members. All 20 ambassadors and the hosts EDs heading
southeast on our way to Rotorua.
First stop was at the Agrodome for a tour and show. We saw 19 breeds of rams, a very
comical demonstration of sheep shearing, an auctioneer demonstration, audience
participation of a Jersey cow milking and lamb bottle feeding, and a trained sheep dogs
show. It was very entertaining.
We passed Lake Rotorua and began to see ad signs for sulfur spas and pools and, then,
there was the SMELL. We had arrived in Rotorua. There’s a famous hospital here that
specializes in treating arthritic patients with sulfur baths. We saw the alkaline, silicaladen waters of the Rachel Pool named after Madam Rachel, a notorious English
cosmetician who promised youthful complexions because of the softening effects of
silica water on the skin. Too bad we could not get close enough to reap any benefits.
Also visited the beautiful museum building and the spectacular poppy gardens in front.
We were driven to the Redwoods Park where a picnic lunch was provided by the club for
us. It took those tall redwoods 70 years to grow to their maximum height. Several from
our group went on a “tramp” along the trails. It was a very pleasant, peaceful site and
enjoyed by all.
From there two more stops to see Gran Lake and the gray mud pools. An interesting
posted sign at the mud pools welcomes everyone to come and see the pools but dogs are
not allowed. There’s an instant fine of $300.00 for this infraction.
Now the much anticipated visit to the Maori village at Te Puia for an Indigenous
experience. Our guide led us to the entrance to the Powhiri, a traditional Maori
welcoming ceremony. Harrison Cochran was chosen to be our chief and he, a kaikaranga
(female caller), and all of us watched in awe as the Maori chief and his warriors
performed the wero (challenge) which consisted of chanting, stomping, slapping their
chests, showing menacing threats with their spears, sticking out their tongues, opening

their eyes very wide, and in general, appearing very angry and intimidating and daring
anyone to come forward. He then laid down a fern leaf and waited. Harrison and the
kaikaranga went up and Harrison bent down and picked up the fern and, as instructed, did
not turn his back on the Maori chief but walk back backwards. This indicated we had
come in peace. All of us as “family members” of Chief Harrison were admitted into the
marae (meeting place) and had front row seats for the rest of the show.

Chief Harrison had to go up to the Maori chief and his warriors and touch noses with
each one. We were all friends now. The Maori women’s troupe performed with the poi
and did stick games. They all had very melodic voices. We were then treated by audience
participation, including our own Chief Harrison and Les Eckstat, to a lesson of the Haka
(war dance). Very impressive, well done, and hilarious. Who knew they could protrude
their tongues out that far!
We continued to see the rest of the cultural center: the geysers, the making of a strand of
flax fiber with the help of Moema’s leg, the weaving school, the carving school, and the
traditional Hongi which consisted of Maori bread, baked chicken with crusty skin,
stuffing, corn on the cob, and roasted root vegetables. Unfortunately, the procedure for
preparing this meal was not explained to us. I understand it’s quite unique. Therefore, the
meal was tasty but not impressive.
We returned to Hamilton but first they drove us on the one-way bridge to see the
Karapiro Dam. We were blessed with a beautiful sunset to end a very busy, beautiful day.

Saturday, October 11
Hamilton
By Jannette Wesley, Denver FF
Alice Sharp and I were staying at the home of Jetto Maxwell. Jetto is energetic at
approximately 70 years old. Her father and mother emigrated from the Punjab region of
India in the early 20th century. He was part of the workforce that cleared the land for
farming and pastures. He prospered purchased a small farm and raised 11 children. Jetto
owns a modest 3 bedroom home. The three of us left Jetto’s home at 8:45 pm to drive to
Te Kowhai for a tree dedication ceremony. The village of Te Kowhai is 30 kilometers
from Hamilton. Years ago the Hamilton Friendship Force Club began to purchase trees
for the town’s main park. The village liked the trees so much that they planted more and
now visiting clubs place a stake with a placard next to exiting trees to memorialize their
visit. A lushly blooming cheery tree was chosen by Heather Adlam and her daughter,
Wendy. Club members posed for photos after the stake was planted by Graeme
Matthews.
We then got in Jetto’s car at 9:50
am and followed Heather to Bridal
Veil Falls. The sky was partly
cloudy; a bright sun illuminated the
rural county side. We drove by
numerous dairy farms and
occasionally saw an Australian
Harrier circling over the
pastureland. Shortly after leaving
Te Kowhai we passed through the
bedroom community of
Whatawhata where people working
in Hamilton had purchased 2 acre
housing sites. After awhile the
terrain became very hilly and we began to see sheep farms and more trees, especially in
the deep ravines that we occasionally passed. One section of the countryside was set
aside as the Four Brothers Scenic Reserve to preserve the native bush. A wind farm sat
atop several hills after we descended the Deviation, similar to our continental divide.
Highway 23 was curvy and hilly, after the Deviation we saw tree farms and a few horses.
Shortly before our turn onto Te Mata Road to see the falls, we watched Heather avoid a
serious accident by pulling over to the shoulder while an impatient driver passed her only
to meet an oncoming vehicle. He passed safely only because the oncoming vehicle
pulled over to the opposite shoulder.
Bridal Veil Falls is located in the Wireinga Bridal Veil Falls Scenic Reserve. After
parking the cars we walked down to the first 2 overlooks to see the water drop 180 feet
(55 meters) to the canyon below. More than half of the group also walked down more
than a hundred stairs into the canyon to get a view of the falls from the bottom pool
where the water landed. The path to the first 2 lookouts was densely forested with native
trees and ferns situated next to a modest looking stream. A sign was posted at the upper
viewing platform informing visitors they faced a 10 minute walk to the bottom. We took

photos of the spectacular falls and
of each other and got back to the
cars at approximately 11:37 am.
We arrived in Raglan on the West
Coast of New Zealand at lunch
time. Driving through the town
some Scottish festooned men
were playing bagpipes in the
central medium of the main street.
Jetto explained that a military
parade had been held earlier. She
described Raglan as a beach resort
town that was attractive to surfers.
There were a lot of families with
children and weekend vacationers
in town walking the streets and
filling the cafes. We had agreed
to eat at a local restaurant rather
than pack a lunch and choose the
Shack Café located on the corner
of Bow Street and Wainui Road.
It was very busy and the food was
excellent. Alice and I both
ordered salads. We then walked through the town looking at various gift, clothing, and
surfer shops.
A little before 2 pm we drove to the boat dock, parked and walked over to the launch area
for a boat ride around the harbor. Wahine Moe (Sleeping Lady) was the boats name. Ian,
the captain, helped the American visitors and 9 New Zealand FF members board the boat
at 2:15 pm. We motored around the harbor getting a good look at the rock formations,
the kite surfers, and birds. We saw Canada geese, Dominican gulls, Shags, a heron and a
petrel. The bay is separated from the Tasman Sea by a treacherous sand bar. Black sand
beaches were scattered around the bay. The sand was black due to the heavy iron content
of the sand. Ragland used to be a commercial shipping center for butter and dairy
exports. Now its commercial fishing fleet consists of 3 rather worn looking boats. The
weather was beautiful, many of the earlier clouds had blown away, the water was calm,
and the boat finished the trip around the bay ahead of schedule at 3:35 pm.
We found Jetto waiting for us and we got into her silver late model Toyota Corolla for
the drive back to Hamilton. The Hamilton & Waikato Exchange Program encouraged us
to have a fish and chips dinner in Raglan. Jetto, however, had arranged for us to have
dinner with Gwenyth Dunford, a former co-worker and friend. Carol Irwin and Anita
Smith also joined us at Gwenyths for a tasty dinner of baked fish, mashed pumpkin &
potatoes, broccoli, asparagus, fruit salad, and blackberry cobbler. Gwenyth and Carol
told us about their recent trip to the west coast of Australia with two other friends, an
Australian hotel worker dubbed them the “grey nomads.”

Sunday, October 12
“Free Day”
By Karen Kelsey, San Antonio FF

A FEW HOURS OF ALONE TIME

After dropping off my roommate at the Fabric and Quilting Shop, I am looking forward
to a brisk walk in this beautiful country of fresh air and sunshine. It was only a few
minutes of walking before I came upon a young lady on the side of the road selling fresh
fruits and vegetables. I stopped to see what she had to offer and we began a
conversation. When she discovered I was an American from Texas, she was pleased to
tell me that she had been to Minnesota, Wyoming, and Washington for summer camps.
She taught young girls how to canoe. She had to furnish her own transportation and the
camps provided room and board and a small amount of spending money. I bought an
apple and continued on my walk.
In a little while I saw a lady my age with a wheelbarrow full of rotten logs walking
towards a bon fire where she was burning the logs. Two small lambs were following her
and I thought, "surely this is not Mary had a little lamb." I waved and asked if I could
take her photo. She came to the fence and we began talking like we had been neighbors
for years. She asked me if I had a husband. I said no, and she said "that is alright, there
is still time for you. I met my man last year and he is only 63 years old." I asked her
where she met him. "I was cleaning the public toilets up the road. He was a truck driver
and came in to use the toilet. We have been together since." Love these friendly Kiwi's!!
Monday, October 13
Last day of our group trip….. time to say farewell.
By Anita Smith, Denver FF
Our group loaded onto a bus about 9 am and waved our good- byes to our great hosts in
Hamilton. We traveled from Hamilton to Auckland on the interstate and arrived at 11:30
am after a 2 ½ hour drive. It was time to say our good-byes to the group; some were
flying home that night, some flying to Australia for more ‘friend’ visits, a few staying to
explore Auckland before returning home, and six of us were staying in Auckland to
attend the conference. Several of us wheeled our luggage to the near- by Rendezvous
Grand Hotel, checked in, then quickly headed out to explore the big city. Several
boarded a bus to ride the central downtown area to get the ‘lay of the land’. Once we got
our bearings of the city several headed to visit the Skytower, the tallest structure in the
Southern Hemisphere. A wonderful 360 degree view of the city! That night I settled
into my hotel and was anxious for the next day’s adventures attending the conference.

Friendship Force New Zealand International Conference
Friendship for the Future October 14 – 16, 2014
By Anita Smith

The conference began on Tuesday with the opening ceremony; which was the Maori
Powhiri greeting, which includes speeches, dancing, singing, the hongi greeting of
pressing the noses together, and finally the Haka war chant. There were 80 clubs from 15
countries attending the conference, and the welcoming committee was all the clubs from
New Zealand.
FFI CEO Joy DiBenedetto welcomed all and shared video explaining how Friendship
Force will change in the future. Our organization spent 2012 – 2014 on an Expansion
Plan and in 2015 we will concentrate on a new Strategic Plan to reach new demands
2015 - 2018. Our
exchanges will need
to offer more
learning, more
meaning, more
diversity, and
incorporate travel of
different lengths.
The NextGen
Exchange might
look like this in the
future;
 More
flexibility for the
visitors, allowing 1 2 days to
independently






explore an area
Shorter planning time, less than a year in planning the exchange
Assure the home hosts have a lighter work load, 3 night only stay, 4 day hosting,
then long weekends for individual exploration
More learning; emphasis on language learning, humanitarianism, adventure
themes, work projects
Less structure in the program

The remaining conference offered leadership training, social media instruction, ask any
question to FFI Board members, how to plan a global exchange, ways to grow your club,
and other topics. One evening offered an option to attend a Maori hangi, on the final
evening was the usual dinner banquet. Something for everyone!
On the final Thursday I took a bus tour that included visiting Eden Gardens, Auckland
Museum, and Kelly Tarlton’s Real Life Aquarium.
This was my third international conference and I realize there is always something new to
learn. Most rewarding is renewing those friendships you may have made on an earlier
exchange. You never know whom you might see! I plan to attend in 2015 at another
close to home city, Vancouver. Mark your calendar Aug 28 – 31.
On my final day in Auckland I took the ferry to Devonport to explore and then by mid
afternoon I started my departure towards the airport. My flight to America was 11 ½
hours and the screen on the back of the seat said I traveled 11,500 km to get to Los
Angeles. This has been quite an experience!
Kiwi friends, Kiwi birds, and Kiwifruit and lots of each one!

WE WON IN AUCKLAND
What a surprise and recognition for our club! Our Denver club received
acknowledgement for the “Most Impressive Club Growth” for the year Aug 2013 to Aug
2014. We knew we had a tremendous increase in our club membership with 33 new
members and it’s a wonderful honor to receive this award. Cecil Roberts and I went on
stage to join FFI CEO Joy DiBenedetto for a photo op.

